


Strike Action

Physical Guarding

Commercial Armed Response

K9 Unit

Close Protection

Special Events

Grass Cutting

Carpet Cleaning

Contract Cleaning and Once off Cleaning

Hygiene Services and Chemical Distribution

Deep Cleaning

High Rise Cleaning

Dismantling and Installation of Precast Walls

Mesh, Flat Wrap and Razor Wire

Site Camp

Stock Proof

Electric Fencing

Palisade Steel Fencing

M Secure is a leading risk management solutions company and provider of

 integrated security services in South Africa. With a track-record that spans over

15 years, we deliver critical peace of mind, value, convenience, quality and exceptional 

service to proactively meet the expanding needs of your business. 



Smart Risk Solutions 
We provide our clients with Smart Risk Solutions – a consolidation 
of diverse operations under one visionary brand. Our Smart Centre 
is the hub of all our services. We consider our systems, technology, 
management and analytical tools carefully to enable us to best 
respond to clients’ unique requirements.

Fleet Management

M Secure
Remote Access Control

Alarm Analysis

Incident Driven Monitoring

Site Specific Risk Assessments

Access Control Measures and Alarms

Fibre Optics

Smoke Detection

 Installation, Maintenance of CCTV Equipment



M Secure | Smart Centre 

Smart Risk Solutions - integrated for your business growth.
Our Smart Centre transforms captured data by identifying trends 
and creating tangible intelligence to design strategic and cost-saving 
solutions, specific to your organisational requirements.  As an integrated 
services platform with streamlined technology, the Smart Centre 
provides precise risk management interventions, which assist to swiftly 
identify and place suitable resources, promoting business efficiency.

Incident Driven Monitoring

Remote Access Control

Alarm Analysis

Fleet Management

OUR EXPERTISE
We offer comprehensive risk management solutions that are streamlined and supported by 

qualified personnel, the latest technological capabilities and infrastructure, integrated into a single 
platform, tailored to meet our clients’ operational demands.

We provide reliable, comprehensive, risk management   solutions, guided by practical strategies, 
designed to protect every facet of your business.

All of our service sectors are industry compliant.

Accreditations:
• PSiRA
• BBBEE
• DQS

• SASA
• ICASATECHNOLOGY



We provide reliable, comprehensive, risk management   solutions, guided by practical strategies, 
designed to protect every facet of your business.





M Secure | Security Solutions 

Protecting your assets, safeguarding your future.
We design and implement practical security solutions for some of the 
largest blue-chip companies in the country, offering specialised services 
in a number of sectors. Connected to the Smart Centre through its 
remote monitoring capabilities, our highly qualified security officers, 
with specialised training in a wide range of security skills, carry out our 
security services. 

We leverage both our technological and human capital to ensure the 
safety of your resources and assets, in all environments.Physical Guarding

Close Protection

Commercial Armed Response

Special Events

Strike Action

K9 Unit

All of our service sectors are industry compliant.

Accreditations:
• PSiRA
• BBBEE
• K9 CERTIFICATE 

• DQS
• SASA
• ICASA



M Secure | Technology Solutions

State-of-the-art solutions designed for your peace of mind.
Our technological security solutions are highly automated, giving you 
complete and effective control. Through our state-of-the-art Smart 
Centre we focus on all your possible risk areas by evaluating security 
controls around all critical layers of access, and sites of concern.

Access Control Measures and Alarms

Integration, Installation and Maintenance 
of CCTV Equipment

Smoke Detection

Site Specific Risk Assessments

Fibre Optics

All of our service sectors are industry compliant.

Accreditations:
• PSiRA
• BBBEE
• DQS

• SASA
• ICASA

We provide specialised design and implementation,   state-of-the-art solutions 
for both the domestic and commercial markets.



We provide specialised design and implementation,   state-of-the-art solutions 
for both the domestic and commercial markets.





M Secure | Cleaning Solutions

Expert solutions for your business efficiency.
We deliver structured and site managed cleaning solutions. Our team 
is trained in SETA accredited courses and are utilising the best cleaning 
equipment, including eco-friendly products and new cleaning innovations, 
to complete tasks with the emphasis on Health and Safety. We maintain 
high cleaning and hygiene standards; we take care of people while taking 
care of the environment.

Our expert solutions enable your business to optimise your resources and 
operate more efficiently.

All of our service sectors are industry compliant.

Accreditations:
• NCCA
• BBBEE

Hygiene Services

Deep Cleaning

High Rise Cleaning

Carpet Cleaning

Grass Cutting

Chemical Distribution

The above services are offered on either a 
contractual or once off basis



M Secure | Fencing Solutions 

Tailor-made integrated solutions for your business success. 
We deliver turnkey total perimeter security solutions by interrogating 
factors such as risk exposure, resources and existing infrastructure. We 
specialise in the design, supply, project management and integration 
of perimeter security solutions from conception to installation. From 
high-security fencing systems to remote wireless detection and 
communication, we continue to expand our integrated services.

Stock Proof

Electric Fencing

Mesh Fencing

Palisade steel fencing with posts at intervals

Site Camp

Flat Wrap and Razor Wire

All of our service sectors are industry compliant.

Accreditations:
• CIDB 3 SQ grading 
• BBBEEE

We pride ourselves on providing the highest quality,   customised solutions 
to our clients.



We pride ourselves on providing the highest quality,   customised solutions 
to our clients.



Our highly experienced management team has designed and implemented effective, tailor-made 
solutions for some of the largest blue-chip companies in the country, spanning both the private and 

the public sectors, covering multiple industries. Our goal is to establish sustainable relationships with 
our clients, always seeking to understand their business, so we can fully respond to their needs.

Integrity, Honesty and Reliability
An integrated solutions platform
Our diverse operations are consolidated under one visionary brand to unlock one-stop, 
integrated, risk solutions for our clients. 

Excellent service delivery
Simply, by taking care of our clients’ risk and safety–critical tasks that fall outside their 
areas of expertise and interest – we enable them to become more efficient, productive and 
successful. 

Extensive experience and intelligent service
Our qualified management team are experts with vast industry experience and a deep 
understanding of the industry and their various areas of specialisation. 

Reliability 
We’re committed to improved service delivery and quality. We are continuously striving to give 
our clients the very best experience of our brand. 

Transparency
Sustained relationships with our clients can only be achieved through transparency, as well 
as clear and constant communication. We have ensured that our business is aligned with the 
codes of good corporate governance.

OUR VALUE 





OUR LEADERS
M Secure is led by a powerful and inspirational leadership team with broad industry experience 

and a deep understanding of the sector.  The strength of our business lies in the ability of our 
leaders to anticipate the future and implement strategic interventions that steer the business in a 

steady path to growth. 

Rowlin holds a Grade A for Security and 

Instructor Accreditation (PSiRA), a Safety 

Management (SAMTRAC) and Instructor’s 

Status (ITIS) through NOSA, both Assessor 

(NQF Level 6) SAQA ID 115753 and Moderator 

(NQF Level 6) SAQA ID 115759 qualifications.  

He joined M Secure in 2009 and with over 27 

years’ experience in the industry, he has a deep 

understanding of the sector. His core focus 

within the organisation is to consult to the 

business on matters of operations and business 

development, ensuring the expansion of the 

company’s footprint and the development of all 

service solutions of the business.

Alfred has a broad range of experience in the 

commercial arena, having owned and operated 

various businesses in South Africa. He has 

strong affiliations with community-based and 

educational institutions, and served on a number 

of parastatal boards, councils of educational 

institutions, including national industry bodies 

such as NAACAM. He is the Past President of 

Port Elizabeth Regional Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry. He also served on a number of 

entities on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

(JSE) such as Bidvest and Served as Chairman of 

two AltX Listed Companies, i.e. IQUAD and RGT 

Smart. Alfred currently serves as an Independent 

non-executive director on numerous boards and 

his passion is leadership development.

Rowlin Adonis Non-Executive Director Alfred Da Costa Non-Executive Director

Kaashief founded M Secure in 2003. With more 

than 20 years’ security and service industry 

experience, his profile includes management of 

high profile security portfolios for

blue-chip,  multinational companies, from 

various industries including the South African 

financial institutions. His current focus is on the 

strategic implementation of M Secure’s vision, 

ensuring the expansion of the company’s 

footprint and the development of all service 

solutions of the business.

Kaashief Niekerk Non-Executive Director



Laurence Barends
Managing Director

Monique Ragaval
Director: HR

Adriaan Wasserman
Managing Director AW Consulting

A seasoned executive and qualified HR practitioner with over a decade in the 
industry, Monique currently oversees staff operations and budget development 
of HR programmes, ensuring that policies and procedures are consistently 
administered, facilitating the strategic alignment to organisational goals.

A qualified plumber, a builder and a hard working business leader are just some 
of the many roles that AW Consulting founder, managing director and technician, 
Adriaan Wasserman, has filled. A proud recipient of the 2016 Discovery Partner 
Awards’ Technician of the Year award, Adriaan has extensive experience and 
knowledge in the tracking industry. Under his leadership, AW Consulting operates 
throughout the Eastern Cape, and is an accredited installer of Ctrack in the region.

Laurence is a qualified Chartered Accountant with more than 20 years’ experience 
in various roles in business. He is a vital part of our organisation with major 
contribution to the design and implementation of appropriate financial policies 
for the organisation. As M Secure’s Managing Director, Laurence’s role extends to 
developing strategic plans that reflect the long-term objectives of the organisation, 
guiding the organisational strategy towards profitable growth and operation.

Roshan is an economist and entrepreneur and 

has served in a number of governmental and 

business institutions; these include a position 

as an Economist at Department of Trade and 

Industry’s Policy and Strategy Directorate 

(Macro-Economic Unit) and as an economic 

analyst at the Competitions Commission’s Policy 

and Research Division. He currently serves 

as director of several investment and 

development companies spanning 

property investment and development; 

telecommunications and security services.

Roshan Makan Non-Executive Director



Our commitment to social development extends beyond giving. We are investing in our country’s 
future by focusing on sustainable initiatives that positively impact our communities.

OUR COMMITMENT

A renewed society through 
community support
Through our M Secure Foundation, we seek to make a positive 
impact, by providing much-needed support to our 
immediate communities. For more detailed information on the 
M Secure Foundation, visit the website.

Do your little bit of good where you are; it is those little bits of good  
put all together that overwhelm the world  – Desmond Tutu



M Secure operates nationally with the 

head office in Port Elizabeth.

Our National Footprint
We are in the process of expanding our reach; this development is further motivated by our ever-growing offering and our 

strategic intent to be a national player and making a significant contribution to the industry.



Regional Offices:

East London

Cape Town

Head Office:

Port Elizabeth

Tel: 041 811 8499  Fax: 041 484 1885  info@msecure.co.za
726-728 Govan Mbeki Avenue, North End, Port Elizabeth  PO Box 34515, Newton Park, Port Elizabeth, 6056

Tel: 021 828 8992  Fax: 021 430 2072
382 Voortrekker Road, Goodwood, Cape Town  PO Box 1092, Green Point, Cape Town, 8051

Tel: 043 722 3877 / 083 368 2582  Fax: 086 563 0037
De Wet Street, Westbank, East London  PO Box 1006, Gonubie, East London, 5256


